Ph icaDivb~b Aarnos
EV NEUTRON PHYSICS RESEARCH
e neutron nuciear physicsbeing contemphted at LANSCE b shown in Table 1 . Not all of it is gmnnm-ray apecl.mwmpy,not dl even nude-u physk~r do we expect to mount cxpcrlrncnts in all of these tijecm. Nevertheless it h appropriate to mention these topka in thh sym r ium since many of you have q stron background in neutron phyda W It urdike!y that much of this proposed work will et done without the involvement of sdentista with the interestsrepresented at E thin on.ference. we may hope that another order of nugnitudc will be achieved in the not too istant futtwc. Peril.ap q relative modut and inexpensive neutron ! polarization and spin flipping system combine with u intense apallation source will have a major impact ofi many aspectsof neutron sptrwcmpy.
Parity Violation
The current mat acttve field of neutron research requiring eV polarized bcama is the stu % wave resonance will be a mixture of wo channel spins I f 1 . Only the 1-1,/2amp itude can mix with the s-wave resommcc. To extract an accurate matrix element for the parity mixing, the channel spin mixture must be determined. T?Iis mixm+e~the p-wave, reso~ce can be determined by measuring the angular and pola.ruatlon Correlations m the capture gamma ray spectrum between states of known spin [10] .
The measurements of P-violation in resonmces have thus far been carried out with modest intensity neuLron sources achieving a sensitivity of about 1 in 1000. The powerful spallation sources might allow sensitivities better by a factor of 1000. It might therefore be possible to emend the measurement into a higher energy ran e ! where the parity mixing is reduced a.llowirt the measurement of matrix elements or several resonances in a single nucleus. In J! is way an average matrix element for the nuctcusanalogous to a neutron strengthfunction cartbe determined. If this could be done for man nuclei acroasa wide mass range, the mass dependence of a paritymixing st.ren d function could be measured.
Remembering that parity mixing is a property of the weak force, sucna studywould be of great interest since it would be the fmt measurement of the manifestation] of the weak force in many nucleon system. To fully appreciate this x int it is useful to be reminded that both the strong and the weak force are well racterized at the nucleon-nudcon level. For the stron force this knowtedge does not allow one to predict the propties of man It appears that the spatlation sources might give a statistical accuracy for de ecting a difference in the tran.smisslon of the two polarizations at resonan resonance exhibiting P-violation -J weak force fraction~of 10-~~fj40RL# P sensitivity of 10 ml t be obtaine i p 13. According to erczeg [14] sensitivity in the range of 10-3 an below is useful or testing various proposed extensions of the standard model.
Gamma ray spectroscopywill play a similar role for P,T-as for P-violation. The detection of capture gamma rays Cromthe r Iarized sam@ is equivalent to the detection of neutrons through the sample art for some design cxmceptsthe gamma rtiy detection might be the most sensitive. lle same information about resonance s~m and parity and channels in mixing required for a complete interpretation of P-+' wolation also applies for T-Iolation. cl $ã cm.racy for thin experiment of 10 woul allow one to extend the sensitivity for T-violation in the strong force by three orders of magnitude. llc experiment also could be done by detecting gamma raw from the aligned e.ample. Also the required resonance parameter can best be derived by the gamma ray spectroscopicstudies.
Unstable Nuclei
The very hi t intensity combined with the ve 7 low duty de available qt IA.NSCE make poM le measuremen~on w neutron beam is collimate at a flight path of 5.S metem to a 4 mm urn ra, l?te sample is a 2 mm spot on a thin aluminum foil. Protons from the (n,p) reaction are detectrc! by a surface barrier detector placed U!AMC of the neu~on hem. nC neutron flux is monitwed by a thin layer of h which is also dqmdted on the aluminum foil. The second e r rirnent on unstable nuclei is the measurement of capture cross sections from crrna.1 10 about 30 keV. A 4R high efficiency 1.5 meter diameter capture tank is being designed which takes advanta e of a high bias to detect the 1! summed capture gamma rays in the presence of a hig singles rate from the decay of the sample. It appears dlat measurements of eV resonance ca turc will be practical { for nuclei with half lives as short q 5 days; capture at 30 keVs ould be practical for half-lives as short as 100 days. It u surprising to find that measurements might be practical on as many as 190 unstable nuclidcs.
Initially wc plan to focus on the measurement of branch-point nuclei in nucleosynthews [19] . These nuclei are beta emitters; the neutron ca turc chain f reaches a branch point at which beta decay will go in one direction an competing neutron capture wiJl take another. By observing the natural isotope abundances in the mass region+ it is possible to detcrmi.ne the n ftip; I!lq:rw;;i%%l;y;;~s ynthesis.
Among the interesting nuclei arc ,
We have also contem Iatcd an attempt at mcasurin the capture gamma ray -I% s ctrurn by placing a 6 e-Ii detector inside of the & and close to the sarn Ic. 1 e tank would be used in a ceincidcnce arrangement to clirninatc backgroun in the Gc-li detector from the radioactive sample.
Los AJamos is fortunate to have facilities such as the LAMPF beam stop, the OWR reactor, the Ion Beam Facility, isotope sepa-rato~and hot cell facilities for sample preparation. Fortunately the sample rc uucment is so small (between 0.01 and 10 ? micrograms) that sample handling usual y is not a signifhnt problem.
3.5
Neutron Capture Gamma Ray Spectroscopy It s well known that the familiar rcsonance~of neutron cross sections can exhibit features in tkli apture gamma-ray spectra a +?'
icat of the statistical picture expected from the compound nucleus concept.
e best established of these is a mechanism that is dcscribcd as a valcncy neutron transition [20] and is closely A related to the dircd ca~ture proeesa 21] fo~nd to be predominate in ihe thermal cross sections of many hght nuclides. owevcr the understanding of these processes is scrappy at present and data in the resonance region is not easily measured. Probably a rest deal could be learned if the measurements could be IT, adc more quickly anf on smaller samples with s.atisfactoty background and lcsolution conditions.
The source intensity available from a spallation source such an L4NSCE cxcecds IJ 22 that from the best Iinacs whsre these experiments are operational by a factor of . This advantage ml ht be substantially greater when due account is taken of the 05ncfflcicnt neutron m erator geometry required at electron lina~to reduce the gamma fhsh to an aeecptcblc level. In addition there & no aroma flash to degrade the data taken at higher neutron energies. Howevei It !0 not clear that these advahta es put the spallation sources on to for this type of experiment. 'he Iinacs \ hmw a s orter p he by a factor of about d which allow measurement.n of a given neutron ener Y resolution at a shoticr flight ath. Fudtenrtore the higher repelirion f rate is genera y advantageous from duty cyc e argumcnu It is therefore inappropriate to claim that the spallatlon source will obviously be better than the electron Ihac for resonance aroma rsy qwctrcwo . However the '1 R present rme of progress in this field is defln tely limited by the d culty of doing these mee'":rementa with the sources prescndy employed. It would be very dcslrable to evaluate the effectiveness of the spallation source for tbh work by~ctual ex~riments.
Ultrahigh Resolution Photonuclear Research
The stu ?
of individual compound nuclear states in heavy nuclei using gamma-rays is difficu t since a monochromatic and variable energy source with the necessary resolution is not available. Some useful work has been possible for lighter nuclei using the threshold hotoneutron technique and gamma-rays produced via the 8 & ,gamma) reaction [ ]. However, general studies require a resolution of a few eV, seful intensities for energies of about 7 Mev might be obtained by neutron capture on nuclei with strong tramtions to the ground or other low lying states.
Consider the placement of a sample of 5%e at a flight path distance of 50 meters viewing the moderator on a spallation source. This nucleus exhibits a strong ground state 7646 keV gamma-ray for thcnnrd neutron capture. l%e thermal capture cross section is 2.59 barns. his cross section behaves approximately as a l/V cross section so that some of strong gamma-rays will be produced for neutrons well into the eV range. The energy of the 1?
ound state tmmwtion will be E = EB + En where EB is the binding energy and " is Lhe ncu~on energy. The energy of the gamma-ray therefore will be dircqy correlated with the energy of the neutron. By placing a sample~d am a prnpnate detector for. photonucleti reactions near the gamma-ray source, It m@ & possible to do ultrahgh rcaolutlon photonuelcar spcctroscapy.
several factors govern the resolution for this proposed concept; however the most im~rtant is the Do p!er broadening of the gamma-ray in the emission process. f llw is about 5 eV 0: a rcmm temperature mass 1(M) emitter with an energy of 7 MeV. llm resolution in the neutron also cmhibutcs. Fig. 6 shown the resolution as a function of neutron ca ture energy when the approximately constant emission ! doppler effect is combine with the neutron ener resolution for a flight path oi 50 Y meters, Over much of the energy range the rcso ution is better than one part per million.
A calculation of the intensi is also shown in Fig. 6 . The calculation assumes that % a PSR proton current of 1 microam~a thermal capture cross section for he gamma-ra of one barn, a L E tential scattering cross section of 10 ba~an 5iFe Y target t.hic esa in w 'ch 10 of the neutrons mtcram a flight path of 50 meters, a target area of KM)cm and emission into a full sphere. The result of the calculation is expressed am the integral of the average number of gamma-rays produced per second from 10 eV up to a given higher energy for the eonditiom described above. For exam Ic 2.131M photons pr second will lx produced in the energy range from 10 J' to 100 e , which might allow useful experiments.
Possible e T riments include photofwion on non-thermal neutron fissioning isotopes ac ieved by detection of fission gamma-rap and/or fusion neutrons, photon-induced gamma: ray emission by detecting at least two gernma-rays in a pair of detectors arran$ed m coincidence, McV photoneutron cmmion, or Perhaps r hotoproton emiwon.~ese exprimenta would be com Iicatcd by backgrounds rom a him proportion of acattcred eV energy neutrons. h ile the impact of this clasa of e T riments is not clear at presen~it appcara that the intensities could make posm Ic photonuclear experiments with a resolution better than 1 part in 1 millionr rhapa the highest resolution nuclear phyalca experiment performed outside o the Mdsabaucr effect.
3.7
Neutron-Purnped Gamma-Ray &r A gal~~ma-ray laser would combine the special pro~rties of incoherent x-and gamma-rays with the ueual features of the laser. It would therefore pcm~ess the extrtiordinary qualities of r netration, ionizing abili ?
, wavclen th of interatomic { spacin~Interaction with e ectrons in inner shells o~tom~co crcnce, intensi~, monoch.romatici , directional , (
reflectivity and focal propties. While the develo ment an application o such a dewce would be interdisciplinary, almost f' certain y it would be driven by nuclear processes in the province of low energ nuclear physics. The community represented here probably will play the lead role of devising, buifding and first using a garnrna-ray laser.
The possibili Xx of using neutron reactions to pump a gamma ray laser has been discouraged ough apparently sound general arguments, The can be briefly r summarized as requiring neutron intensities which probably can on Ybe produced in a nuclear explosion which would deposit so much energy m the Iasm medium that f it would be vaporized before Iasing could begin [24] . A conw t wil be described f allowing neutron intensity reduction by several orders o magnitude which apparently enables operation at neutron intensities below the vaporization threshold.
her action must begin with a nuclear~rocess giving rise to an inversion (more than half the nuclei in an excited state a.wde from statistical factors). The halflife of the excited state will probably be in the interval from 1 to lM)Onanoseconds. The macroscopic stimulated emission process must be greater than the macroscopic attention processes in the laser medium. The stimulated emtiion cross section can be enhanced into the million barn range by establishing rccmillcss emission conditions. The attenuation can be greatly reduced by~rforming isotopic separation of the excited nuclei and subsequent im lantation mto a favorable host i medium in a time short compared to the isomer haf tie, Mirrors may be constructed using four single c~tals in a diffraction mode arrali ed r [2S1 as shown in Fi$. 8. A high gain per centunetcr would compensate for a ow reflectivity which might be in the range of only 50% per crystal. Within the 1(KI nanoscmtd halflife, the Ii ht would travel about 30 meters allowing time for many f circuits and thereby great y improving the laser efficiency and the cmherence and cmittancc of the beam, The rfotmanec of this system is based on estimates of the (n,p) cross section in r the c and lower keV range. The most likely 1% ssibility is a resonance at about 400 CV wirh a r ak (n,p) cross section of about barns and a width of about 7 cV. Hopefully n,p) measurements will be completed on this nucleus at MNSCE this fall. Measmments made at the OWR reactor in the thermal range give a cross section [26] twice as large as that expected if all of it were associated 'with the low energy wing of the pro r sed resonarm. The densi of excited nuclei re uire this concept is reduce 2' \ in~'$b y six orders of magnitu e below that require without nuclear transmutatio~isotopic separation and implantation. In addition, the expected size and positioti of the resonance is favorable for the inversion dynamics. At the reduced neutron intensity, the Iasing medium should survive the pumping process.
Perhaps we have been overly pcssirn~tic abut the prospects for the gamma-ray laser. The favorable cross-section and rapid implantation technique have led me to reconsider the feasibility of two-step gamma-ray lasers. Most schemes presently being studie4 including those under investigation elsewhere at Los AIarno$ are three-step lase~in which an isomcric storage level is excitcc$ the isomer implanted in a hos~and finally the lasing level populated by some kind of transfer radiation. Admittedly, serendl ity is involved in making this particular concept for flux reduction r ssible. # owwer, there may be many pumpm schemes which might be f identf~ed y appropriam spectroscopic studies on low ying states of promising nuclei. A laboratory w.uce of coherent gamma-ran would be a truly exciting development both for low energy nuclear physics and for many other research fields as well.
Other Neutron Physics Research
The above research topics have a rather direct ?ie to neueron gamma-ray spectroscopy. However the s allation sources make possible other neutron nuclear s physics experiments as WCII. n addition there arc non-nuclea~physia experiments at the interface between nuclear and condensed matter phywca. Also there are condensed matter experiments which operate in an energy range uncommonl { exploited in condensed matter physics or which usc techniques developed and wc I understood by neutron nuclear f hysicists. The strong uwolvement of nuclear physicists in the latter classes o experiments might well result in more rapid exploitation of these fields. A few of the experiments falling into these classes will now be briefly dcscribd.
Neutron-induced Electronic Excitation
Electronic excitation in atoms and molecules via neutron-induced reactions can occur by three mccnanisrrw. The first is the much discusacd interaction of the magnetic moments of the neutron and the electron [27] . One is interested in eV incoming neutron ener ies and in electronic excita!lons of a few eV with small 8 momentum transfer an excellent energy resolution (1/1000). The second [28! is excitation arising from recoil of the nucleus under the electron cloud in a high momentum transfer ncution-nucleus interaction. The third [28] is another nigh momentum transfer excitation arising from non adiabatic coupling (NAC) between the nuclei in a diatomic or more complex molecule. Background could be significantly reduced by dctcctin the decay hoton following electronic excitation ! in coincidence witt the scattere neutron. { or the NAC interaction the selection rules are substantially different from electromagnetic selection rules and more restrictive so that the s ctrum might be less complex and therefore more easily r resolved and inteqxetc .
3.8,2 Physics of Neutron Dosimetry
In contrast to biological damage arising fmrn gamma-rays, which is primarily dependent on the deposited ionization energy dens] , the damage from neutrons IS 2 probably dependent on heavy atom displacements. or neutrons in the 0.01 to lW CV range there arc probably four damage mechanisms of interest [1] . A measure of the inelastic neutron spectra 'm this cmcr f range using an intense pulsed neutron
source might suggest or demonstrate iow amage effects by neutrons.
Resonance Neutron Optia
The wave properties of neu~ons give rise to optical properties which are well established for thermal ener$ies. These properties arc usually expressed through an index of refraction n = 1-~paWP? where~is the wavelength of the neutron, p is the density of nuclc~and amh 'U the real component of the coherent !'teutron P scattering len . For higher energy neutrons the strong wavelength dependence results in a v ue for n very close !O unity except at resonarus where the scattering length can become quite large compared to that at thermal ener ies-thereby compensating for the shofier wavti Icn P f At resonance it is probab y possible to observe resonance total reflection an p&haps even ncuticn fom$ing with long focal length lenses, The large resonance scattering Icngtn also should allow enhanced diffraction effects at resonances which should be observable in powder and single crystal diffraction studies. While these are now primarily of academic interesg some a plication might be made for neutron beam handling and in f' spectroscopy of ow energy neutrons without resorting to neutron time-of-flight techniques.
3.8,4 Resonance Neutron Radiography
This technique 29] makes use of the strong neutron resonances in nuclei for J nondestructive lagrtostic purposes. Transmission measurements conducted using time-of-fli ht techniques allow the quantitative determination of the isotopic ! content o an ob"ect. The use of two-dimensional position-sensitive neutron I detectors with reso ution as good as XX)microns also allows a measurement of the position disuibution of particular isoto r s of interest. In some situations the techni~ue might be enhanced by the app ication of gamma-ray spectroscopy. The new high irttcnsi~sources and high data collection techniques will enhance the effectiveness of th~method. . h c PSR could irtjwt 10 n/burst into the assembly which is P robably three orders of ma r itudc more neutrons tha have 7 been used previous y. Sinec the sensitivi gain o this instrument is about 10 times x that of a comparable neutron time-of ight cxperimen~the~nsitivi 1 for cross section measurements would be cxtraordina~for experimcrm$ w cre poor resolution is acceptable.
Neutromneutron Scattering
The neutron-neutron scattering length has never been directly measureti and its vaiuc to an accuracy of a few percent is of r cat interest. Experiments on the edge of practicality have been ! reposed for stea y state thermal neutron sources. Since the n-n sdtering length epends on the square of the neutron flw the spallation t ulsed source has a decided advantage over the steady state reactor. A cavity can be uilt containin a as of thcrrna.1 neutrons which is viewed by a detector throu h a RR ! collimated at w ich does not allow the detector to see the cavity walls. 1 the f cavity is fi led with a low density of hydrogen gas, the mp scattering will be proportional to the first power of the flux. Therefore by measuring the scattering rate as a function of peak flux in the cavity, the n-n rate can be separated from the n-p rate and the n-n scattering length measured relative to the n-p scattering length.
Although a calculation has not been do~for a~pallation source, it has been done for a ulsed reactor [31] . Fcv a flux of 107 nbn -SCGa cavity 10 cm long and 10 cm f in ra iu$ a detector distance of 12 meten% a detector radius of 10 cm and a pulse width of 6 millisecond the detected rate is 30 neutrons per pulse.
4.

CONCLUSIONS
The power of these .$ources for neutron nuclear h, @ u truly exciting for thẽ $~m~~~~~fhm~e~~t~?~l~'&~M~a~$s I'$. ?. z~~~$ represented here to become actively involved in hysics at these sources.
[
As an incentive I wish to remind you that neutrcm p~ics is alwaya intensi ?
limited. However the rate of advance in intensity is truly astounding as shown in ig. 9. TIIe intensity increase has been almost two orders of magnitude~r decade for the past 35 years and !here is no technological barrier against this continuing for some tirn~. Neutron experimem which you considered and rejected years ago might now be easy.
We nuclear ph icists should salute the neutron scattering community for their role in contim.iin d $ e advance in swxe intensity, and wc should work cooperatively to assure the I exploitation of all the saence made accessible by these new facilities.
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[26] Fig. 2 The rezolutlon at I.ANSCE for path lengths of 7, 50, tmd 250 metem is read 5 rom the ordinate on tie left. l%e polarization expected this fall using the phrized He is given referring to the ordinate on tie right. Fi .9 The advanec of spallation neutron sourea intentity for the production of f ep thermal neutrons. The Intensity is the totnl neutron production averaged over one second. 
